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W hen the pros check out our do-it-
yourself decor, what makes them
wince?

We asked four experts on The N&O Design
Team, a group of more than 100 local interior
designers, to tell us where amateur decorators
most often go wrong. Here are the four prob-
lems they see most often and how you can
correct – or avoid – each one. 

CAROLE TANZER MILLER

Kendra Tetrault

The flaw: Playing it safe
with furniture and accesso-
ries that are too matchy-
matchy.

The fix: Mixing it up is easy
if you follow a few guide-

lines: Furniture frames should have similar
proportions. (A delicate French chair won’t
mix with an oversized leather sofa.) Tradi-
tional mixes with modern as long as the
proportions and lines work together. (A
tall chair with an upholstered back won’t
work next to a low-back chrome chair.) To
mix modern and traditional, find similar-
ities in the sizes, lines and scale of your
pieces. Scale is how the size of a piece com-
pares to another and to the space where it
is placed. The lines are seen in arm or leg
design, the shape of a chair/sofa back and
whether a piece is upholstered or wood
frame. (Try a pair of high-back chairs near a
fireplace and a smaller accent chair next to
a sofa/side table grouping across the
room.)

You can even mix dining chairs around a
table. Here’s the key: Armchairs should not
be considerably taller than contrasting side
chairs. Aim for continuity in their heights. 

I like to start with an upholstered piece
and bring in a wood frame, iron or rattan/
wicker accent. If you have taken into con-
sideration scale, proportions and finish/
color, mixing these different frame styles
will give you a designer look. 

The same guidelines work for accesso-
ries, too. Select lamps first according to the
light you need where they will be placed,
and next according to the scale and style of
the table. (You wouldn’t pick a large iron-
base lamp to sit on a narrow iron console
table. Better choice: Try a slender, glass or
wood/resin lamp, with a height that is ap-
propriate for its use.)

Artwork offers opportunities to mix it up
as well. If all the frames and subject matter
are similar, the design won’t be as interest-
ing. Mix wood frames with painted or gild-
ed ones. For variety, choose different sub-
jects, too. 

The next time you see a space you like,
look at all these elements and take note of
how they are blended. A great interior re-
sults from a composition of all the design
elements working together.
DESIGN DETAILS, CARY, 919-880-1899. 

Mishi McCoy

The flaw: Thinking that only a
full suite of appliances from the
same brand work together in a
“designed kitchen.”

The fix: Take the time to re-
search functionality and quality

so you can choose the appliances that will serve you best
while giving you the beautifully designed look of a custom
kitchen. If appliance handles are close in style, if the stain-
less is similar color – and, yes, tones differ – no one will
notice the details. 

I have a highly rated microwave, a quiet and efficient dish-
washer, a refrigerator and stove that have similar handles,
which give me the function I require (being an avid cook),
and no one has ever noticed or commented that my brands
are different from one another. A family member’s set of
well-known brand name appliances includes a stove with
plastic handles on which the “stainless” finish is bubbling
and a water dispenser with a discolored plastic drain. 

Ask questions or hire a professional who can walk you
through the ins and outs of kitchen design. Decide for your-
self what works for you; don’t be held hostage by an appli-
ance suite.
DEFINING DESIGN, FUQUAY-VARINA. 919-552-9930. WWW.DEFININGDESIGNNC.COM
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2 more tips: Overcoming design
paralysis and lighting your rooms. 4D
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BILL HOGAN - MCT
Avoid the matchy-matchy look: To mix traditional and modern furniture, find
similarities in sizes, lines and scale. For artwork, mix wood frames with
painted or gilded ones; for variety, choose different subjects, too.

You don’t need a
full suite of 
appliances from
the same brand to
have a “designed”
kitchen. Make
your choices
based on quality
and functionality.
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We have a problem area in
our new home: a bay window
area in our large master bed-
room. I love the spaciousness
of the room, which is about 11
feet by 18 feet. The area in the
pictures is the bump-out for a
sitting room/coffee area to read
your paper in the morning. I
have tried different combina-
tions there, leading to multiple
returns and even one trip to
High Point with no success. 

We can easily paint and were
considering a bluish/aqua to
include walls and two shades
deeper for the tray ceiling. 
Can you help?

Janet Constantino
Cary

We asked Anne DeCocco of DeCocco Design in Ra-
leigh to tackle this design dilemma. She writes: 

This is a common dilemma; Janet and Jim are a busy
couple – his job requires a lot of travel, and she owns a
business (www.CorporateMassageKneads.com) and
longs for a place where they can relax. Luckily, they’ve
got this area with a lovely view in the master bedroom.
Here’s what I suggest:

Inside
Drawing and pieces: See the
designer’s suggestions. 2D

DeCocco

COURTESY OF JANET CONSTANTINO

Paint: Janet told me
they’d like some color in
the room and that she loves
blue. My suggestion is to
select a shade that veers
into the teal/aqua range,
and be sure it has some
gray in the undertone. That
hint of gray keeps the blue
from looking like a child’s
room. Keep it soft and use a
satin finish – except in the
tray ceiling. Choose a color
several shades darker than
the wall, and use a semi-
gloss finish for a little light
reflection. I’d love to see
another color on the walls
in the nook. Since it’s a
small area with great natu-
ral light, be bold with an
olive, amber or deep gray
shade. 

This new nook needs a look
Ask a designer N&O DESIGN TEAM MEMBERS OFFER SOLUTIONS TO READERS 

We’ve received more than 1,500
email messages from readers about
the changes to our comics lineup,
and we’re recording your votes for
which comics to bring back to the
pages. You’ve given us a lot to think
about, and we appreciate your pas-
sion for the strips you’ve come to
love.

If your favorite strips are among
the missing, you may vote to return
two of them by emailing comics
@newsobserver.com. We’ll keep
track of your feedback through
Monday and then return two strips
to the lineup. Based on what you’re
telling us, we may further tweak the
pages. 

We’ve received a few email mes-
s a ge s a b o u t c o m i c s s u c h a s
“ Lu a n n” a n d “ S h o e , ” w h i c h
changed position. They are still in
The N&O. 

Lots of people
care about the
comics lineup

By Kathy Huber

Houston Chronicle

Camellias were aristocrats in old
Southern gardens, but the glossy
evergreens haven’t been much
talked about for years. So I was sur-
prised recently to discover camellia
displays at wholesale and retail
nurseries, their beautiful blooms
stirring attention from the custom-
ers. Will camellias regain their sta-
tus?

Dennis Bilyeu, president of a Tex-
as-based Camellia Society, said the
shrub is becoming a popular choice
for homeowners and landscapers
for several reasons. It:

m Is available in various heights.
m Has attractive dark-green fo-

liage, some variegated.
m Blooms in the winter when oth-

er plants are dormant.
m Flowers in shady areas where

most plants struggle.
m Blooms in a wide variety of col-

ors and flower size.
m Can be shaped to almost any

form.
m Is resistant to most diseases

and insects.
m Tolerates drought once estab-

lished.
Camellia sasanqua blooms Sep-

tember through February, and C. ja-
ponica flowers November through
April. Bilyeu suggests a sasanqua
for spots that get more than 50 per-
cent sunlight during the day. Select
a japonica if the sunlight is less than
50 percent. Plant either or both if
the sunlight is 50 percent.

Plant a camellia at least 5 feet
from other plants to minimize root
and food competition. Do not plant
within 5 feet of a concrete slab that
leaches lime, which increases soil
alkalinity unsuitable for good
growth. Camellias like acidic soil
with a pH near 6.0.

If possible, plant near (but at
least 5 feet away) pine trees that
provide beneficial filtered light. If
planting near a large shallow-root-
ed tree such as a live oak, increase
distance to at least 10 feet. Place
newspaper at the bottom of the
planting hole to separate camellia
roots from tree roots. The newspa-
per will decompose in about six
months, which should give camellia
roots time to establish.

Find a longer version of this story
at http://bit.ly/GZjmgk to read
more about how to plant camellias
in sandy and clay soils. 

MCT

Camellias are once again
becoming a popular choice
for home landscapes.

Camellias
spring
back 

They are versatile and
resilient in N.C. gardens
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